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Students Are Asked 
Not To Spit 
In The Quadrangle The Iteh-Again Tomorrow's Weather-In Ithaca Who Can Tell? 
Vol. 22, No. 14 Itchaca University, Danby, New York, April 13, 1951 
Percussive Octopus Featured 
In ltchaca U. Boat Concert 
NOTICE 
Students will be allowed to 
read the Itch-Again section of 
this paper in all morning classes 
today. Any student found paying 
attention to the instructor will 
be branded a Communist, and 
taken out and shot down like the 
dog that he is. 
Physio' s Behaivor Explaned; 
Abnormal! Actions Aid Career 
The ltchaca U. Band presented a con-
cert in the Senior High School Audi-
torium last Sunday. The students of 
the senior high school have tempor-
arily discontinued their classes until 
the fallen plaster, cracked pillars and 
shattered window glass can be cleared 
away ... 
Rodgers and Hammerstein, the em-
inent co-authors of "South Pacific," 
were in the audience. They heard the 
newly-formed Glee Club of the band 
render one of their compositions, 
"Thre Is Nothing Like a Dame;" at 
last report ;\Ir. Rodgers is still in a 
coma at Bellevue Hospital in New 
York. l\Ir. Hammerstein has decided to 
Lost Weekend Planned 
By Sophomore 'Class 
By I. M. Loaded PROGRAMME 
!J8!W1Dd 4daSOf AS 
Ma~ a1eun1io1un Ag 
p8pll811V 8JU8J8JUO) 
Itchaca U's Career Conference passed 
Classes will be optional today, as virtually unnoticed this year. The com-
\\" ell, here it is spring again at IC usual. and coffee will be served in all mittee did a grand job in bringing 
and where are our thoughts going-? S: 00 classes at the regular time. It is consultants from various fields of 
The boys' to more time spent outdoorf requested, however, that students business to interview students. Of 
-the girls' to . . . IC!t's face it . . . bring their own mats if they wish to course, many students didn't recognize 
to working 011 some dates for the big recline during the lecture period as this fact nor did they take advantage 
the chaise lounges arc being reup- of the opportunity which was offered 
weckends. Only this time we'll plan holstered. to them. The draftee may have felt 
something different. The SeniorH aud S11ecinl Bulletins that his immediate career has been 
.Juniors have their gala affairs. how Phy Ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . chosen, but military personnel was 
about 8 omething Hpcctacular for the There will be no lacrosse practice there to interview the "no-choicers." 
enter the street-cleaning profession · · this afternoon since the weather re- No moth-eaten excuses for not attend-
N · b t Id' D · ti I S0phon10res'? After grinding through ow it can e o · urmg ie P ay- port for today is fair and warmer. Ing, please. Students who did show 
f "P I I " th ·. a .vC!ar and a half of advanced learn-ing o agan s e, e percussion Coach Havfitz feels that sucli exer- their bare faces should be congratu-
1 d ti · f ing they deserve a break. section emp oye 1e services O a cise in the heat might prove in- lated. 
not-quite-full-grown octopus. The oc- .Tu st came ba<'k from discussing the jurious and invites all the fellows Hank Miller, Dapper Dan of the 
topus was imported from the Zulu- <"oming weekend wi th some of th0se to join him for a swim in the pool. campus, said that he won't return to 
Zulu Islands, and was given an in- seasoned eollcgians, the Sophomores. :Music .·, duty because, after wearing civvies, 
tensive course in drum rudiments by and the big doings are set. :\Ir. Jascha Heifetz, Instructor in the uniforms are for the birds. Hank 
Dodie Hewitt. :\Iiss Hewitt reports Saturday morning classes wiIJ he llkelele, announces a recital to be seems to forget that he's in the active 
that the octopus was an excellent 1·allecl off ~o that preparati_ons for the given br his students Monday eve- reserve. 
pupil, most cooperative and enthusias- float 11arade <·:rn be made. The theme uing in the College Coliseum. Miss Carol "Legs" Freidel wanted 
tic. :\liss Hewitt further adds that she of the parade is "The Land of Night- Business to know whether or not she could get 
did not mind in the slightest the minor mares." Each float will constitute As a result of complaints of the a good man if she joined the Waves. 
cuts and bruises which were inflicted some wild, weird dre,un of some mem- Typewriting class in Lounge 311, The consultant assured Carol that no 
upon her. "The octopus was charm- her of the so11homore class. (No. not whose windows are adjacent to the better man walks tho earth today, than 
ing," she says, "and one could hardly thP ono about the prelim you never polo field, the class will now meet the men who walk through the portals 
scold him for being just a tiny bit had time to study for.) on the West Patio overlooking the of IC. This brought a rise out of Greg 
frisky!" At present :\liss Hewitt is Following the parade which will mall and quadrangle. :\Ir.· Snarls Patala, natures gift to women, who 
resting comfortably at :\lcmorial Hos- terminate at Percival Field will be a )!cSmirk, Department Director, stat- asked if the Navy would send him 
pita!. softball game between sophomore I cd that the horses were distracting abroad upon enlisting. The consultant 
boys. The Blue Booties, and sopho- to the students, who subconsciously replied that all hands will have to \llltlreth aml ltethleu Jlouoretl 
Pierson Hildreth, after playing his 
saxaphone solo, was carried off the 
stage on the shoulders of selected 
members of the clarinet section. :\!r. 
Beeler wept unashamedly, and the 
trumpet and trombone section sang 
"For He's a .Jolly Good Fellow" in 
eight-part harmony. Sigurd Racher, 
the famed saxophonist, brought his 
own prized saxophone and laid it on 
the stage in silent tribute ... 
more girls, The Pink ::\"ighties. The tried to duplicate the canter and make their own arrangements for lib-
best playrr from each team will be gallop rhythms on their machines. erty parties. 
crowned King and Kin!!"ness of the J'hysio Herman Muller, who can't stay 
frolic. If you do not expect to attend awake long enough to watch the busi-
The evPning's entertainment will in-1 
dude a formal dan('P at the Eagle's 
I\"est. music by '.\"ail .Tones and his 
Rural Slirkers. No costumes are speci-
fied and as a spPcial treat, no hours 
for the girls. 
Sunday morning breakfast will be 
prc1iared and served at the Buffalo 
Street Cuisine by the fellows of the 
clas,:. Don't worry, :\Ir. John will be 
sure thcrP is plenty of Bromo-Scltzcr 
handy. The afternoon will be left open 
for those who want to rest or study. 
All told, it sounds like quite a week-
end. Who knows kiddies, it might 
really happen or could the idea be 
another one of our nigl1tm,1res? 
classes on any certain day please ness secretary walk by, raised his 
notify the commuting office at least head, gazed through eyes that looked 
2·1 hours in advance. There are many like two maraschino cherries in but-
}( "ers who would appreciate your termilk and said, "Another coke, 
seat on the plane for a holiday in please." 
,..;c-., York. As someone passed the coke, I left 
Urama to visit another consultant and more 
The department has refused Laur- barefaced students. 
ence Olivier's plea for permission to 
work in one of the major produc-
tions on grounds of fairness to all. 
lf Olivier were accepted the refusals 
to Katherine Cornell and others 
would have to be retracted. 
Radio 
\VIT.J will no longer begin broad-
cast at 6: 00 a.m. due to a staff boy-
cott against the early hour. 
NO JOKE 
Any ·rnternn interested In tak-
ing the State War Service Schol-
arsl1ip Examination, may secure 
a1111Iication blanks from Mr, 
Cook of the Sta.to Veterans' Ser-
,·ice Bureau on tlte Second floor 
of the Court House. A11plications 
mnst bo In Apr. 17, 19;;1, The 
exam will be given 3Iay 5, at 
Itlmea. 
The entering phyaio freshman soon 
learns his position In society. He be-
comes an embryonic back-rubber to 
his fellow students in other depart-
ments, and a potential form of ana-
tomical explorer to his roommate. His 
attitude towards the human body be-
comes that of scientific interest, rather 
than his previous undue apathy or 
romantic inquisitiveness. His old type 
of handshake Is soon to be replaced 
by a grip which permits exploration 
by trained fingers, seeking an abnor-
mality or misplaced bone, and his 
amorous caresses eventually are re-
placed by his sharp talent for discov-
ering heretofore unnoticed anatomical 
landmarks of interest. 
New Atttltude At Sports Events 
He no longer watches athletic events 
with the rah-rah attitude, but rather, 
he notices the trainers, first aiders' 
techniques, and is seen to prefer front 
row seats to better view the injured 
participants as they are carried off 
to the locker rooms. He is invariably 
the , ociferous wrestling fan who is 
heard to say, "break it off" during a 
crucial hold. 
The local laundries appreciate the 
fact that he is in white during his 
Junior year here, and the student body 
often mistake them for dining ball 
el!.p!r:1:ees. His senior year in New 
Yorl-: City presents no problems, as 
tlie basic training received at the 
Home Dairy, Cozy-Corner and other 
lo<'al eateries, comes in most handy 
when scrimmaging with the citizenry 
of the Big City in the subways. 
l'J1ysio Plays Community Role 
Tile varied extracurricular acthities 
of the department is noted, and is ex-
tremely valuable inasmuch as after 
passing the State Boards, the physio 
becomes a professional physician in 
the state and assumes an integral role 
within his community. Therefore, don't 
rush past 402 East Buffalo, with the 
harried look of fear . . . no physio 
will come !lying out on a stretcher to 
grab you and "work" on you; come 
in, look around, familiarize yourself 
~ith the workings of the up and com-
ing profession of the future. One point, 
however, we would like to clarify: the 
skeletons you f:ee were :KOT obtained 
from the gorge during last year's 
exam week, they are from tho~c char-
acters who walk in and say: "HOW 
ABOUT A BACK-RUB, DOC?" 
For her arrangement of "There's 
Nothing Like a Dame," :\liss .Toan 
Redden received a signed plaque from 
the United States Navy. For his ar-
rangement of "O ·what a Beautiful 
l\lorning," ::ur. Vito ;\lazzitclli received 
a round of Bronx cheers from all the 
students present who had eight 
o'clocks. For his arrangement of "Loch 
Lomond," :\Ir. ,valter Beeler was pre-
sented with a permanent key to Edin-
burgh Castle, three cases of Scotch 
Whiskey, and a life membership to 
the "Tightwads of America" ... 
The concert was broadcast over all 
the major radio stations. Among the 
programs who gladly gave up their 
time for this venture were: "The New 
York Philharmonic," "Arthur God-
frey's Talent Scouts," and "John's 
Other Wife" . . . 
Those who overslept this morning 
may have brunch from 11:00 to 12:00 
in any one of the breakfast nooks. 
Tea is at the customary hour but din-
ner will be served at 8: 30 this eve-
S3AD31 3:,,(oll • .IQ 
sv· paA3!f a11 A,lf n:>D:f ning because the chef's Friday deli-
Dr. Jdlewhile Royce has been re- cacy, Lobster Thermidor, requires 
lieved of his duties at Ithaca College special preparation. 
Miracles Still Aappen; 
Asked about future plans for the 
band, Mr. Beeler replied: 
l~uture ]'Jans Discus·se<l 
"'Ve are all going on an extended 
tour to the Pagan Isle. The natives 
have invited us to present a aeries of 
concerts of American music. We may 
also sign up some new talent for the 
band." 
It fa a well-known fact that the 
waters surrounding the Pagan Isle are 
gcnerousiy infested with baby oc-
topl ... 
and assigned to the location crew at 
New South Whales, New Ze~land. 
Dr. Royce bas long been Professor 
Obnoxious of the French Novel here 
A propounder of the theory that the 
sun doth shine and the moon doth re-
flect, he was awarded the Free Servile 
A ward for Valor by the Little Society 
for Big Persons in 1941. 
Dr. Royce will finish his quirk at 
,vhales and then return to show color 
slides of tho natives and their habi-
tats. His dentures are unprecedented 
but the administration Is financing his 
tour having raised funds selling term 
papers. 
All students arc asked to attend the Dorm Rules Abolished 
;<'reshinan speech class debate this 
cve:im;; to determine. whether Cornell The departmental deans of Itchy 
L'n:vcri;it~·. local agricultural school. College have ordered all existing dor-
will be annexed to the college. This mitory regulations to be eliminated at 
once and no longer obeyed .This order 
was made official last night at 2: 30 
a.m. after a meeting held in the last 
may appear to be a consequential is-
sue but is of vital importance to the 
Cornellians. 
================· National Bank of Balcom County. 
oun ]IISTAKE 
Last week we were the first 
newspaper to publish the death 
of I\Irs. Lillian F .. Gates. This 
week we are the first to deny 
the report. The Itch-Again is al-
ways in the lead. 
Girls will be given 5 a.m. permis-
sions one night a week and 10 a.m. 
six days a week. No girl will be al-
lowed to eat in dining hall because 
hot plates have been required in the 
rooms. Each student must have a 
single room for improvement of 
Speech Practice. 
Dates will be received between the 
morning and afternoon class meetings 
on the roof of the Annex. All men are 
expected to finance steak dinners 
flowers, and Jong evenings at the 
theater. Girls will tip. 
Vacation rules demand that students 
return at the latest one week before 
summer recess bringing excuses writ 
ten by mommies and notarized b) 
daddies. Girls may leave by car before 
vacation periods if seven other people 
chaperone. Also, the vehicle must be 
operated by a graduate of Jan Peters 
Driving School. 
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The Itch-Again 
The month of April heralds Spring; and. Spring heralds the running 
of saps-in the trees and up the gorges, Junior Weekend, and the l~ch-
Again. The Itch-Again is a humor newspaper ~hat appears fro"? time 
to time on our cement campus to lampoon one thmg or another. This type 
('f thing is sparkplugged by a staff with a sense of humor based on the 
old adage: "Laugh and the world laughs with you, but cry a~d you cry 
alone." . . 
There is no malicious-ness intended in the ltch-Agam section of 
this issue. The Ithacan staff is merely picking this period immediately 
after April Fool's Day to poke a little good natured fun at certain well 
known people, places, and events. We h_ope that ·all the "cracks" con-
tained on these pages will be treated lightly as attempts to provoke 
laughter, and nothing more. 
We would issue a warning about this issue. The Ithacan staff has 
found that they have created a hybrid newspaper-an issue made up 
partly of news and partly of humor. We don't apol.ogize for this unique 
issue for it was the only way we could handle thmgs; however we do 
exte~d this advice. When reading the Itch-Again section treat everything 
there as a joke, but when reading other sections, exclusive of the news 
and sports pages, use your common sense. 
An Editor's Job 
Getting out a newspaper is no picnic. 
If we print jokes, people say we are silly. 
If we don't, they say we are too serious. 
If we clip things from other newspapers, 
,vt are too lazy to write them ourselves. 
If we don't we are stuck on our own staff. 
If we don't print every word of all contributions, we don't appreciate 
gemus. 
If we do print them the columns are filled with junk. 
If we make a change in the other fellow's write-up, we are too critical. 
If we don't, we are blamed for poor editing. 
Now, like as not some guy will say 
We swiped this from some other sheet. 
\Ve did. 
Journalistic Humor 
EDITORIAL "WE" 
In answer to his daughter's question as to why editors refer to 
themselves as "we," a subscriber surmised it was because, the fellow who 
doesn't like what's being printed about him will think there are too 
many for him to lick. 
SMALL COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS 
A small college is one where the students know all the news before 
the paper comes out, but merely read it to see whether or not the editor 
got the stories according to the way they heard them. 
NO JOKE 
Journalism will kill you, but it will keep you alive while you are 
at it. 
Founded 
January 8, 1931 
Mftllbcr 
~sociated Colle6iate Press 
TELEI'HONE ITHACA 2175 
the readers write 
Uhler Suggests 
Gripe Session 
Dear Sir: 
During the spring semester of 1948, 
Dr. Rebmann, then Dean of Fine Arts, 
held a meeting of the entire Drama 
Dept. The purpose of the meeting 
was to give the Drama students an 
opportunity to air their gripes about 
the curriculum and to voice their 
suggestions for changes. Partly as a 
result of that meeting, there were 
several changes in the curriculum. 
(We were given to understand that 
the administration had been revising 
the curriculum.) These changes were 
for the better I believe. But-there is 
still plenty of room for improvement. 
In View of what was accomplished 
then, I would like to see established 
a yearly forum for the purpose of air-
ing gripes about the curriculum and 
suggesting improvements. These for-
ums could be held separately in each 
department by the head of each re-
spective department and whatever 
other faculty or administration mem-
bers would deem advisable. 
I am fully aware of the fact that 
we students have only a worms eye 
view of the whole situation and that 
this would probably lead to many 
unsound and often contradicting sug-
gestions. I am also aware that there 
are complications because of state re-
quirements and that a shifting cur-
riculum makes scheduling difficult. 
However, to offset these drawbacks, 
some of the benefits of such a program 
would be: 
1. The program would serve to pro-
vide the administration with a fresh 
point of view. 
2. A record of the meetings over a 
period of years would· be indicative 
lof the trends in the needs and wants of the students. 
3. Boost morale--just simply keep-
ing students aware of the fact that 
there is thought being given to the 
improvement of the curriculum, and 
that there is consideration being given 
to their opinions on that score would 
keep them much happier about the 
whole situation. 
4. If the result was to be only one 
sound, applicable suggestion each year 
which would be put into practice, the 
effort to hold and record the meetings 
would be well repaid. 
Yours truly, 
Fran Uhler 
=================-
SENIOR SPOTLIGHT 
by Ron Pedrone and John Tucker 
This week we'd like to convert a little of our column's space to one 
of the biggest events on the school calendar. Most of you probably know 
what we mean-JUNIOR WEEK-END. A lot of effort is going into the 
project to make it just about the biggest in Ithaca College history. But 
then, of course, the sad fact remains; a lot of students, even Juniors, 
aren't doing a thing. Two bits everyone reviewed in Senior Spotlight is 
doing his share. Anyway, let's everyone give a hand toward making 
JUNIOR WEEK-END the best ever. And now we'll shift our spot-
light back to our neglected seniors for this week and bring into focus 
Steve Callender and John Carpenter from the Physical Education De-
partment. 
John Carpenter 
John Carpenter is probably one of 
the most versatile of all the PhyEd 
students. It isn't everyone who can 
become adeIJt at a sport and still find 
time to vocalize as well as John. 
Probably known best to the students 
Stephen Callender 
I was walking down the street with 
a big, red, plaid umbrella to keep 
my newly pressed pants from getting 
the soaking the rain was trying to in-
flict upon them, when I met Steve. 
This was indeed lucky for Steve is a 
of his own department as a Soccer pretty busy guy around campus and 
player, John is probably more familiar I wanted to find out a bit about him 
to the rest of us because of his melodi- for this column. He flashed his big 
ous voice. "\Ve all remember him in smile and said sure he had a few min-
the "Scampers" of the past few years. utes. 
Last year, he sang in the "Cinema" Steve went to high school in One-
scene and played the role of a strug- onta, N. Y. and made quite a name 
gling young author. This year, he had for himself as a three letter man. 
a scene all to himself, so far as sing- Football, basketball, and baseball took 
ing is concerned, when he appeared a lot of bis time and he helped keep 
as the artist in the "Portrait" scene. the Oneonta teams on top. Steve 
Incidentally, ,John surprised all of us turned Thespian and starred in a 
with his dancing in the same scene. couple of the school's dramatic pro-
It just goes to prove that talent runs ductions. Then, upon graduation, the 
in bundles, in John's case at least. Navy interrupted his plan for further 
John also appeared, in a singing education. He withstood his rigorous 
COME BACK WILL capacity this time, in last years' "Var- training and spent a couple of years sity Show." Probably no one can for- in the Pacific. 
O, bard of avon, noble Will, get his singing of "Brother, Can You After his discharge, upon recom-
Spare A Dime" in that review. It made mendation of friends of his, he chose I wonder in your high and lofty place 
rou want to go out and give every Ithaca College as his place of study 
reserved for men of letters and of h 
grace 
where common men 
once the great 
obo you saw a couple of dimes. and entered the Physical Education 
Now for a little personal history Department. Football has again inter-
on earth were about John. It's hard to obtain much ested him here and he added another 
what think you on this the poetry of 
information from John, he doesn't like letter in Lacrosse in his sports 
to talk about himself very much. achievements. Steve is a DK man and 
That's probably one of the chief at- has been President and Treasurer of late. 
tributes to John's character. He's one that frat. Marks, too, have been pretty 
EDI'l'OB. • • • • • • • • • • • • · · ..•••... Edgu Ohaplll&Jl :8'111 For a poets no longer fashions tool of the most modest and unassuming good as he's a member of Adelphi. A8 PS0SOCIATE EDITORS •.....••.•••.•.••..••• Mortimer Clark D'52; Ro:i:nno Brooks D,52 RTS EDITOR ....•••.•••..•••.•.•.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••. Grog Pat.r.lA 13•61 and reasons rhyme brings haughty persons we've met in a long time: You After graduation Steve wants to 
MAX.E-UP EDITOR • • • • • · · · • • · · • • • • • · • · · ·, • • · · · · , · · ·,.,,.,.,. ,James Parker D'64 t f d 1 . h k 
REWRITE EDITORS ••..•.•..•••.•••.••••••.. Dllya Jones ll!'s2, Marcia Tallman 0 ,54 ridicule can ge a ew goo essons m uman ma e up for all the fishing he hasn't 
SECRETARIES · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • · · · • · •·•••• .. Naomi Lu Zlnman D'62 Gwen Grush D'64 and individualism rules the time relations by being around John for done and all the fried chicken and 
FCAIRC';_,UI.LTAYTIADONVMANISO"AGER , ...••.•.•.• , .••••. , ••• , •..• • ••••••••• '. .• Allan Boo D'62 i 
... .. ............................•......•..... . Mra. 114 .. ,._ ...... 0 r a few m nutes. french fries he hasn't had. Then, mhy-
_ _.. ....... a poets dead should he resort to .. 
DEPABTMENT EDITORS John was born in Camden, New be, he'll begin looking around for a 
MUSIC rhyme. York. He attended school there before job with the Veteran's Adminlstra-BUSINEs·s· ...........••• ''' .. ' •••.•• ' •• " '.''. ''. ' .•.•• "'" "• • • · ·' · .Nelo Lape D'61 In nothing is there a middle text 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, .Oharlea Saxton B'51, Rosa Wayne B'61 · . going the way of all flesh-into the tion at one of their Vet Hospitals. As 
~:~ili:i:iiiiv······················· ······· ............ Shirley Swarthout O·hs :t's either to damn simple or complex. service. After serving his time, John for IC, Steve likes the sr':-lt that RA 1 · · · ' · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · • · • • , • · · .• , , . Charles Oliveri PT'62 
C~Pis ·No;,,:Eis · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·······.Harold Jones n•r.2 in music it's "by jingo gosh and golly" enrolled at Ithaca College in .the fall reigns over .us all. Especially in such EXC ,. • ' ' .• " • ' " • " ' ' · " · • ' " · ' · • • • ' · · • • • • • Kay Fazio D'52 
RANGE · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • • • • · · · • · •..... ·.••. . • Dot Lnnken D'fil In paintings they puzzle us with Dall. of 1947. Ile chose the Physical Edu- undertakings as Scampers. He's re-
SPECIAL ASSISTANTS • • • • • • • • • · • • • · ·······.Macy wilc~x i>;i;,; v.li,g1.n14 Wll!lon M'53 cation Department as his place of res!- ally impressed at the improvement 
O, take us back to the yester-year dence in Ithaca.. that has occurred here in his four 
Published hi-weekly for the students and faculty of Itlrnca College. 
Contributions and suggestions are invited but will not be printed unless signed 
Signatures will be withheld upon request. 
Views expressed by columnists within their signed columns do not necessarily rclleci 
editorial policy or opinion. 
when one was wont to shed a. li.ealthy y ta w II s As far as sports are concerned, ear s y. e , teve, good luck after 
tear 
When crime was punished and play 
was still the thing 
John's chief interest has been Soccer. this June, and don't eat too much of 
He's played four years of the game, that Southern Fried. 
and incidentally, won bis letter. He 
and rhyme was right and you, my is naturally a member of the Varsity 
Club. "Scampers" can thank the Lord 
Will, were Iung. he didn't go out for basketball or 
Norman Hall B'62 we'd have never heard his voice. 
Here's hoping you make it in youx 
field, .lohn, but honestly, we'd rathe1 
hear that you've made good as { 
singer. Anyway, good luck. 
College Choir Concert 
Apr. 22-8:15 p.m. 
College Theater atatt 
Kappa Gamma Psi Recital 
Apr. 20-2 p.m. 
Radio Shop 
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Grimshaw I-leads Representatives 
To American l-lealth Association 
Ithaca College will be well represented at the annual convention of 
the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
tion ( Eastern District) to be held during the week of Apr. 22 at the 
Statler Hotel in New York City. Among the 3000 or more teacher-dele-
gates expected to take part in the meetings will be a large number of 
Ithaca alumni. Teachers and administrators from eleven Eastern States 
will assemble for this convention. 
Heading the group from the college 
faculty wlll be Dr. William M. Grim-
shaw, director of the Graduate School, 
who is vice-president of the Associa-
tion Convention and is in charge of 
the convention program dealing with 
health education. Other faculty mem-
bers planning to be present are 
Lawrence S. Hill, Robert F. Bigley, 
James A. Freeman, and A. G. Ding-
wall. Several graduate students and 
underclassmen are also expected to 
attend and take part in the student 
section meetings. 
('ollege To Hu'fe Exhibit 
cine of the highlights at the Con-
vention from the college point of view 
will be. an exhibit (No. 24) of Ithaca 
College offerings for the preparation 
of teachers. The exhibit will be lo-
cated in the Exhibit Room at the Con-
vention headquarters. It will show 
college activities, programs of study 
for the various departments, and the 
architectural plans for the future de-
velopment of the college. l\lr. Clayton 
Fox,. Alumni Secretary, assisted by 
graduate students, will be in attend-
ance at the exhibit during the entire 
week to help acquaint hundreds of 
teachers and prospective students with 
Ithaca College. Also there will be an 
Alumni luncheon on \Vednesday of the 
Convention. 
Dr. Grimshaw suggests that the pro-
fesssionly minded read, the complete 
Convention program in the l\Iar. issue 
of the ,Journal for Health and l1hysl-
cal E1Iucat1on beginning with page 16. 
wee Sponsors Film Series 
On 'Marriage For Moderns' 
Varsity Minstrel 
To Feature Y avits 
The Varsity Club minstrel show, 
under the direction of Lew Gallo, will i 1 
be presented on Apr. 27-28 at 8:15: 
p.m. in the College Theater. This is an II 
annual event sponsored by the or- , 
ganization to finance the Varsity ! 
Club awards. I 
A stellar attraction of this year's , 
show will be Professor Isadore Yavlts,' 
of the Physical Education department, :
1 as interlocutor. End men will include: 
Jim Hashim, Bert DeRose, Eddie Man-
ginelli, Pete Destefano, Steve Callen-
der, and Nick De:\larco, who also acts 
as assistant director. 
Specialty acts in the production 
will feature a dance routine by Edie 
Wiltsie, and Johnny Damelio; and 
songs rendered by Marlene Schmidt, 
John Carpenter, and Paul McGarri-
gale. A band and chorus will supple-
ment the program. 
Tickets may be purchased from any 
Varsity Club member or at the box-
office. 
APR. 20 DEADLINE 
FOR BUSINESS 
SCHOLARSHIP 
::'l!r. Charles K. l\IcGurk, dean of the 
School of Business stated yesterday, 
that applicants for the Allen-Wales 
scholarsip should file their applica-
tions with him on or before Apr. 20. 
The winner or winners will be an-
nounced on Apr. 27. 
This scholarship is established by 
the group of executives from Allen-
Wales Adding :\[achine Division of the 
National Cash Register Company who 
lectured to the Industrial :Manage-
ment class during the fall semester. 
Last year the amount of $200 was 
divided between William B. Farrell 
\Vomen's Civic Committee presented 
the first of a series of three movies 
entitled "i\Iarriage for i\loderns" at a 
mass meeting of Ithaca College women 
in the Aurora Gym Lecture Room on 
Monday night, Apr. 9. Five seniors 
from each department were appointed 
to a committee which will nominate and Gregory Patala. 
The grant will be made after regis-
tration for the summer or fall semes-
ter. Applicants must he juniors or sen-
iors by Sept. and include the Indus-
trial :.\fanagement course in their pro-
the candidates to run for W.C.C. mem-
bership next year. Each department 
will hold elections to chose one girl 
from each class to serve on the \V.C.C. 
The second and third movies of gram. 
the series "Marriage for Moderns," The application should be accom-
will be shown on Apr. 18, and on Apr. panied with a Jetter showing evidence 
25. In addition to the final movie, there of initiative, industry and the stu-
dent's efforts to help himself. The 
will be a lecture by Dr. John Butler. award is made partly on the basis of 
Attendance to these movies and ability and partly on the basis of 
Interest in W.C.C. elections is urged need. 
by Dean Taylor and all present W.C.C. 
members. 
.\NNOUNCEJIENT UEADLINE 
All Seniors wishing to pur-
dmse Gr11du11Uon Announce-
t.\l' & GO'WN UE.\lH,IYE 
.\JI Seniors wishing to pnr-
tklpate In the 19Sl fommence-
ment Exercises on ,June 2 must 
ham a cap nn1l gown. The 1lea1l-
line for mMsurements ls Frl<l11J·, 
.\11r. 20. 
('heck with )Ir. Wilcox at the 
Sport Shop for m11king reserrn-
tions. Xo 1le>J1oslt is ne>cessary. 
Next Year's Ithacan Staff 
To Assume Duties Today 
Next year's Ithacan staff will publish the last three issues of this 
semester's publication. The purpose of this early change in staffs is to 
acquaint the new staff with their duties and responsibilities before the 
old staff leaves. :\ I embers of the new staff have been appointed on the 
basis of seniority, industry, and ability. 
Edgar ( 'hapman, retiring Editor-in 
Chief. has resigned his position at this 
time because of pregraduation activi-
ties. :\Ir. Chapman plans to be on hand 
to advise the new staff with the re-
maining issues. 
flnrk To Uc Editor 
Editor-in-Chief for next year wiIJ 
be ::'lfortimer Clark D'52 who was this 
year's ::',;ews Editor. !11r. Clark was a 
reporter in his freshman year, and 
Drama Editor last year. Previous to 
work on the Ithacan, he wrote for his 
high school paper in :'l!iddletown; 
contributed feature material to the 
Infantry Regiment news in 
Taegu, Korea; and edited the ship 
news when returning from Korea in 
.Tames Parker D'54 will be :\Ian-
aging Editor. i\Ir. Parker was ::'11ake-
up Editor this year. Editor Chapman 
praising :\Ir. Parker's past work stat-
ed, "Without Jim's quick mind and 
untiring efforts, we could not have 
made our deadlines. I am very grate-
ful for the close co-operation he has 
given us." 
Professors Joseph Tague and Frank Page 
Allen Gilberti B'53 has been a11-
pointed Sports Editor. ::\Ir. Gilberti has 
assisted Sports Editor, Gregory Pat-
ala, with the Sports section this year. 
::'llr. Pata.la resigned last week because 
of the pressing responsibilities of the 
Senior (']ass Presidency. \Vayne Sun-
derland PE'52 and Richard Gunkle 
PE':53 have been named as Assistant 
Sports Editors. Both of these students 
Page and Tague in Duo Recital 
Professors Frank Pap;C' apd .JosC'ph have been active members of the 
Physio Graduate Appointed 
Stale Field Therapist 
Tap;ue will prc>sent their annual re- Sports staff this year. 
<:ital of mu sir for two pianos in the 
l'ollC'p;e Theater at s: 1" p.m. on Apr. ncpartment liditors X11med 
20. '.':ews Editors will be "'imcy Spraker 
The program is clc•signed to have D":i4 and .:uary Wilcox D'5·l who have 
bahmee bC'tween t·onipositions orig- been reporters this year. Department 
Physiotherapist, has just recently been inally l'0111J)osed for two pianos and Editors already appointed are: :\lusic, 
· f · Therese Bernier; Physiotherapy, 
Delos H. :.\[cFall. Ph.T., Licensed 
appointed fiield Physiotherapist with transeript10ns o works written orig-- Richard Goldstein; Business, Joseph 
the ~ew York State Department of inal'y for ot!JC'r instruments. Palmieri; and Drama, Shirley Swart-
In this l'Oming rC'cital the tram«:rip- hout. Health. He will assume his responsi-
tions are from violin and piano pieces 
bilities on ::\lay 1. The areas to be cov- of Baell, a transcription of a Tocatta 
ered are Tioga, Broome and Tomp- by Frescobaldi. two excerpts fro11,1 
kins Counties. It is presumed tht\t his Aaron Copland's Ho1leo and a para-
headquarters will be in Binghamton, phrase on themC'g from Fl1>1ler1111111~ of 
that area being most ce>ntrally local- .Johann Strauss. 
Ex('hange Editor will be ~·hris Callo, 
while Kay Fazio will continue to edit 
1 ·am pus "'otes. Additions to the Ith-
acan staff are Florence Korchak, .John 
Damelia. .Jean Gott, and .Tune Bul-
lock. 
ed. 
::\Ir. ::'llc!-'all was a student for four 
Fh•dermnus I'111111Inr This 'ie>ar .\llan Sec will continue as Circula-
tion '.\lanagcr. Columns and certain 
Fledermaus is haYing a desPl'VC'd editorships have not yet been as-
years in the Physiotherapy Depart- 110pularity this year. The Ballet de ~igned. 
mcnt at Ithaca College, the first three Ilusse de :\lonte Carlo commissioned 
years being spent in Ithaca, and the Aaron Co11land to write the musir for 
Ho1leo for its l!J-12-·13 season. ThC' ic!C'a 
fourth, in New York City at the Hos- for the ballet stemmed from Agnc>s 
pita! for Special Surgery and affiliat- de ::'llillc. the choreographer, who de-
Phi Delta to Present 
Spring Carnival 
ed' hospitals under the medical direc- ~crilil'l; it as follows: "Throup;hont Phi Delta Pi will SJ)Onsor its an-
tion of Dr. K. G. Hansson. He received the S011thwC'st. the Saturday aftNnoon nu al Spring Carnival Saturday, .:-\11r. 
rodeo is a tral!ition. On the remote> :ll in the Se>neca Gym. The Carnival 
ranches, as well as in the trading will l1C'gin at S p.111. and run until 11 
centers and th~ towns, the "hancls" Jl.111., with a "\"ic" danC'C' to follow un-
get together to show off their skill ti! 12 Jl.111. 
the Bachelor of Sl'ie>nce degree in 
,June, 19-19 and his State License was 
granted by the :s;ew York State Board WE'ItE SORRY! 
Due to typing errors these 
names were omitted from the 
Dean's List last issue: Lilliana 
Contiguglia, Charles F. Saxton, 
Theodore Pierce Jr., and William 
Stull. 
ments must pince their or1Iers of :.\lcdical Examiners, of that year. in rn;1iug, riding-. branding and throw- Approximately l\l fraternal organi-
'
·1t tl1e Corner nook Store no · Oft ti · 1 t d 1.- t' ·11 t· · t ·t1 · In Aug., 19-19, i\Ir. '.\!cFall became af- mp;. Pn on ll' more 1~0 a e .,1 10ns w1 par 1c1pa e, w1 1 a prize 
Inter tlum We1Ines1lny, .\pr. 18. liliated with the Chas. S. Wilson '.\le- ran<'hes. the rodeo is clone for an being awarded to the fraternity spon-
S1111111Ies h1n·e been placed on auclienc·e> that consists of only a hand- soring the best booth. Door prizes will 
both bulletin boards In the An- morial Hospital, Dept. of Physiothcr- ful of fellow-worke>rs, wormen-folk also be awarded. Hot dogs and soda 
nex. :Xo clcposlt Js necessary. apy, ,Johnson City, and has been on the and those nearest neip;hbors who can will he sold at a hoolh in the back 
._ ______________ _,,\hospital staff to date. make the eighty mile or so run over." g~m. 
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Track Outlook Looms Bright 
As Cinder Team Turns Oui: 
By George O'Sullivan 
The cindcrnicn coached by Isadore 
"Doc" Yavits are ag-ain off to what is 
expected to be a good year. The team 
is shaping up and appears to he a well 
balanced squad. This year the frosh 
elegibi!ity rule wi!I help to strengthen 
the team, as it will many other small 
colleges. 
Although definite line-ups cannot bC' 
po$itive this early in the year, the 
positions that lack depth at the present 
time are high jump, javelin and pos-
sibly the half mile and two mile. The 
stronger positions are expet:ted to he 
in the dashes and weights as there are 
veterans in these events. 
AMATEUR SPORTS 
By Ted Pierce 
Jnter1lepartment Dowling 
.Just previous to Easter vacation the 
Physio II bowling team, which has led 
the league in points all season, went 
on to win the bowling trophy. 
The members of the Physio II team 
and Jack Findlay with a high average 
for the league of 167, Harold Monroe 
C'ndcd the season with a lf>7, and Ethel 
, .. rcy who maintained a 1-16 average. 
Each member of the winning team re-
Workouts Stiffen 
As Lacrosse Team 
Preps For Opener 
By George Guggenheim 
Coach Pete Hatch and Assistant 
Coach Sam Baroody have been putting 
the Lacrosse team through their paces 
at Percy Field in preparation for their 
011cning engagement Saturday, Apr. 
28 against Hamilton College at Clin-
ton. 
John Lupctin, .Toe Kurzejeski, and 
Ted :\lurphy, all of whom made hon-
orable mention on last years All Up-
State Team, head the list of return-
ing veterans. Other returnees who fig-
ure to bolster this years team greatly 
are Bill :l,lurphy, Bob Conley, Bob 
Alberti, Walt Hankinson, "Suds" Suth-
Diamond Squad Meets Army Today; 
Travels To Seton Hall Tomorrow 
Yearling Nine Drills 
For Season1s Opener 
By Burt Maskins 
Faced with a gruelling 24 game 
schcclule the 1951 edition of the I.C. 
diamond squad has already met with 
disaster as the news of the illness of 
head coach, .Tames (Bucky) l•'reeman 
leaked into camp. Although the extent 
of his absence has not been determined 
Coach Joe Hamilton has his fresh- it seems to be reasonably certain that 
man team working out-and working Coach Freeman will be unable to make 
out plenty hard for their oncoming Working out thus far at the various 
positions are Hank Wisher, Bill Brie-
kowski and Lew Bennett, at the shot 
put and discus; Carl Britte! and Bill 
'\Vestadt at the javelin, Harold l\Ionroe 
at the broad jump; George King. 
Frank Brown, C'arl Brittel, Harry 
Crocker, and Jim Howard at the pole 
vault; Dick Curtis and Hank l\Iiller at 
the high jump; Ed Angers and Don 
Weeks at the rnlle, Ray Okerman, Bud 
Ericson, Frank Signorelli, Cal Wed-
derburn, and Lenny Goldstein at the 
half mile; Ray Okerman, Harold '.'-'.Ion-
roe, Dan Wooley and Phil Skinner at 
the 440; Bill Roos, Harry Crocker, 
Harold :\Ionroe, and Geo_rge O'Sullivan 
at the 220; Joe :\lorrisette, George 
O'Sullivan and Tony :\laneen at the 
low hurdles; and Hank :'>!iller, Tony 
:',Iakris and George O'Sullivan at the 
high hurdles. 
ceived an eight inch oscar, as well erland, Carmen Fragola, "Hunk" '.\Ies- season. It is difficult to make any com-
the squads initial road trip on their 
two game inaugural jaunt which will 
find the Bombers paying visit to the 
forces of Army at West Point today 
and from there to East Orange, New 
Jersey where they will invade the 
Eastern stronghold of collegiate base-
ball, Seton Hall. In the absence of 
as the sixteen inch team trophy award. zaros, Steve Callender, Cal Wedder- ments on the boys since they haven't 
Business II, the second place team burn, .Tack Norman, and Torn Racci- been seen under game pressure. They 
received individual pins. atti. have been seen in a few indoor prac-
Physio IV tied with Physio I in The newcomers include Ken :\losher, tices though, and some of the boys 
points but led them in total pins Bill Looby, Francis F'.icchi, Bill Bart- look as though they handle themselves 
bowled. Rhodes, tied for second place Jett, Clarence Conz, Lou Russo, ,Tim quite nicely. 
in high average, holds the high triple Howard, .John Ciabatti, and Art :Ile- The often inclement weather here 
with a 575. The other members of Farlane. in Ithaca can become quite a pre-
Physio IV are ~leader with a 128 score Highlighted by games with Penn season training problem. A great deal 
and Lemax with 121. State and an always "crack" R.P.I. can be accomplished in indoor prac-
Neil Newman with a 150 score, Alm, squad, the Bombers will more than tices, especially for pitchers and 
who bowled a 142, and Levine with a have their hands full with the follow- catchers, but baseball games aren't 
113 comprised the Physio I team. Neil ing six game slate: played in gymnasiums and the limit-
Freeman the coaching duties have been 
divided between Freshman coach Joe 
Hamilton and Tony Gemma, who 
pitched for Ithaca College last Spring 
and for Kingston, Ont., in the Border 
League last Summer. 
Newman and Larry Alm are to be con- ed use of the diamond might some-
Despite foul weather the Bombers 
have been working out steadily since 
the beginning o! vacation as the squad 
members returned for early practice 
and have been getting in as much 
work as the inclement weather would 
allow. 
gratulated for their hard work in mak- Apr. 28-Hamilton College-A times prove to be a handicap. 
ing schedules, arranging alleys, pre- :\lay 2-Cortland State-A The Frosh open up their '51 season 
paring standings, etc. It was under the :\lay 5-Hobart-A on Apr. 28 against the Frosh of Cor-
leadership of these two men that the ::\lay 18-Penn State-A nell. The game will be played up on 
league was able to run with some de- :\Iay 22-Cortland State-H the hill, the first of three meetings 
gree of efficiency. '.\lay 26-R.P.I.-A this year with the Cornell Frosh. 
The opening meet at home will in-
troduce Cortland's '51 track squad, 
after the trackmen of IC travel to 
Alfred and Rochester on the road slate. 
I wish to thank these men, as well 
as all who participated in the league 
for their aid and cooperation in run-
ning the bowling league. 
Intramural Softball Gold Candidates Turn Out; All men in the college who wish to 
play softball please get in contact Opener Slated For Apr. 28 with the following men of your depart-
coach Ben Light's Golf squad will ment no later than Apr. 13. 
inaugurate the season Saturday, Apr., Business ···.Dave Young, Bob Benson 
28 against Harpur College at End!- Drama-Radio, Dan Schank, Vince Tu-
cott. The College golfers have been tino 
ironing the winter kinks from their Physio ····.Jack Lloyd, Joe Siciliano 
games at the Xewman Golf Course Phy ~cl · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · Dick Miller 
practice fairway and green. The New- It is hoped that softball will be 
man ·1ayout will be open for regular underway in another week. 
play Apr. 15. l111r:1mural Ilnsketbnll 
Floyd Russell, Carroll Shipp, and The Excelsiors, captained by Barney 
Barney '.\IcGovern are standouts re- '.\lcGovern defeated Business II to take 
turning from last_ years team. Other the College Intramural Championship. 
veteran squad members include :\lei In the preliminary game, the Black-
Cameron, Ken :\lc'.\fanus, and Henry nights downed Kappa Psi Alpha to be 
Jennings. Newcomers include Richard runner-up. 
Pearsall, .Tack Souter, Richard :\Iiller, 
George Guggenheim, Ray Angers, 
Glenn Stewart, Leon Bufano, and Al 
Palermo. The Bomber "Divot-Diggers" 
face an eleven match schedule and 
Yarsity Baseball Schedule 
April 
13 Army 
14 Seton Hall 
have high hopes for a good campaign. 18 Wilkes 
The schedule: 19 Penn State 
April 28-Harpur College-A 
April 30-St. Bonaventure-H 
:l,lay 3-Utica College-A 
:\lay 5-Cortland St.-H 
l!4 2ampson 
:l6 Batavia 
JS· r:ucknell 
30 St. Bonaventure 
away 
away 
away 
Jim LaRock Retains Spotlight 
By Pinning Japanese Opponent 
By Al Gilberti 
Not out of force of habit but rather out of admiration for the 
achievements of IC's one man publicity page, James La Rock, we would 
like to take this opportunity to heartily congratulate Jim for his sterling 
performance against the Japanese National Champions just before vaca-
tion time. As most of you know by now Jim was part of a Cornell-Syra-
cuse-Ithaca wrestling team which met and was defeated by a touring 
Japanese team before a large crowd at Cornell's Barton Hall. 
I Although the Americans were def-feated 11-8 the match was one of the 
I best seen in this area in a long while. 
Definitely overwhelmed by the Japan-
ese wrestlers superior strength, agility 
and speed, the two Syracuse entries 
Louis Tschirhart and Robert Bury, and 
Freshman Bruce Blackman of Cornell 
lost the first three matches. Cornell's 
Frank Bettucci then outpointed Koji 
Kanda in a fine exhibition in which 
Bettucci all but dragged his opponent 
to the center of the mats several times 
in an effort to promote some action 
1'emn Sh1dde1l With 1·eter11ns 
The Bombers are a veteran team this 
year, except for new faces at first base 
and third, which were left vacant by 
the graduation of first baseman Doug 
Wilson and Cince Mcinnis and versa-
tile Ross Passineau who from all re-
ports has been doing very well in 
"Pro" ball with York, Pennsylvania. 
Al Gilberti, sophomore member of 
the varsity court squad, and "Buzz" 
Blinco are leading hot cornermen, 
along with Dolph (Sonny) Santorine, 
veteran squadmen. Ronnie Cole, up 
from the Frosh squad and who is noted 
for being a terrific long ball hitter in-
cidentally, ~nd Rog :\Toore, who played 
varsity basltetball also, are eompeting 
for first. · 
In the catching department veteran 
backstop rharley Yancey has resumed 
duties and will be aided by ,Jack 
Bishop, a converted infielder, from 
Brooktondale, New York. 
The rest of the squads veterans con-
sists of Nick DerCola and Al Pafunda, 
the keystone sackers, and Co-capt. 
Dick Osmer, centerfielder, last year's 
hitting king. Other leading outfield 
prospects are Tom Leonard, Bob Kirk-
endall, and Frank Weiss who has been 
setting a sizzling batting pace in the 
spring practice sessions. 
:\lay 7-Lel\Ioyne-H 
:\lay 10-Utica College-H 
:\lay 14-St. Bonaventure-A 
l\lay 17-Cortland St.-A 
!'\lay 
2 Utica after Frank had given his Japanese l'itehing Squad Intact 
!\lay 19-Harpur-H 
:\lay 21-Lel\loyne-A 
l\1ay 26-Scranton-H 
Grads Successful 
,John Iloor is playing a fasL bass 
with the "Tennessee Ramblers," the 
pride of the bluegrass region. John 
prides himself on the excellence of 
the outfit's square dance arrange-
ments done by hilmself. 
Rlll Jfallla is doing field work for 
the Rural Radio Network. As a pre-
requisite to this kind of work, he took 
a two year course in dairy farming 
4 
7 
10 
12 
13 
14 
16 
18 
19 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
Lockhaven 
La .. i'.!oyne 
Utica 
Scranton 
Bath Vets. 
St. Bonaventure 
Mansfield S. T. 
St. Lawrence 
Clarkson 
Wilkes 
Quantico Marines 
Quantico :\larines 
La:\loyne 
R. P.1. 
Sampson 
*denotes night p;ames. 
at Cornell. His only complaint about FOTO NEWS !?LASH 
opponent a thorough "going over" in 
the early moments of the match. 
Then, in the finale, Ithaca's La Rock 
wrestling at 155 lbs., came on to vir-
tually steal the show in a fervid per-
formance. Meeting 35 year old Eiichi 
Kazama of Japan who had never in 
all the years of his career been pinned, 
La Rock ended his college wrestling 
I in fine style. Kazama, a very powerful 
opponent, was a participant in the 1936 
Olympics held in Berlin, Germany so 
that La Rock's victory was a great 
achievement. The ovation accompany-
ing La Rock's win, which by his fav-
orite standby-the agonizing crucifix, 
lasted for several minutes-a credit 
to such a sparkling performance. 
The only loss from last year's mound 
staff is acting Coach Gemma with Cap-
tain Bill '.\IcCarthy, Tom Quest, Ray 
Kirkgasser and Lefty Doug Gerek all 
back in uniform. They have been 
jo!ned by the star of last year's fresh-
man team, Gregory Cordones, who has 
shown up exceptionally we!' in prac-
tice along with :\lcCarthy ,rnd Quest. 
announcing for Rural Radio is that he Iltlgur CJ111J1man, after much re-
gets too many blisters on his hands. search in business, and with special 
,John l'n111enter is singing a whisky courses in accounting, is working with 
baritone with Clyde :i\IcCoy. His fav- figures for the Lovable Brassiere Com-
orite request song is "Sugar Throat pany, He says the work is very uplift-
To Jim, we sincerely extend our 
best wishes and the hope that he may 
attain the same pinnacle of success in 
the future that he has so diligently 
worked for and attained during his 
Hoping to shake off the pre-season 
rust the Bombers should from all in-
dic'ltions make a fine showing of them-
[e!ves during the coming seai;on -:-,ith 
the cm,uing games this we,,lcen!I form-
ing a p;ood indication. Hi;;hli:;;1ts of 
the schedule along with today's and 
tomorrow's games will be games with 
Penn State, Bucknell, St. P.ona7entnre, 
Pa1ayia of the Pony League, and two 
night games with the Quantico l\!ar-
ines here at home. Tho first home game 
of the season will be played Apr. 24, 
against the Sampson Air Force team 
at PC'rcy Field. Blues." ing for the soul. Jim LaRock rears here at I.C. 
I 
t 
.. 
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Kappa Gamma Inaugurates 
Student Recital Series 
RADIO AT RANDOM 
By Harold Jones [f;AMPU~QTEsJv~t 
Iota Chapter of Kappa Gamma Psi 
will sponsor a group of three informal 
student recitals. The first recital wlll 
be held Sunday, Apr. 22, at 2 p.m. in 
the Radio Shop. It will consist of en-
semble music only. 
Spring Concert 
Scheduled For 
Next Sunday nemlnlsclng . . . It's almost two years ago that the gang at the Work-
The Ithaca College Choir will pre- shop all pitched In and graded and 
seeded the area in front of the Radio 
sent its annual spring concert in the Building. We all had high hopes of 
l'hl Epsilon Kappa's spring week-
end has been planned for l\lay 11, 12, 
and 13. A formal dinner-dance will 
be held Saturday night at the Ithaca 
Hotel. All members are urged to make 
arrangements for this annual event 
now. Co-Rec night ended with a great 
success. Everyone wishes them as 
much luck next year. Phi EK elected 
officers for the coming year, they are: 
Donald Bohne, Guy Costello, Arthur 
Koscelnik, John Matson, William Stull, 
Edward Blatchley, Henry Jennings, 
Fred Donovan, John J\Iagacs, William 
Cimipi, Alex Wbite, William Murphy, 
William Oakes, Daniel Barker, Phil-
lip Corse, Charles DeZutter, Roger 
Liddlngton, Richard Pearsall, Joohn 
Griffin, Bob Chandler, Joe DiBartolo 
and William Miller. 
The members of Kappa Gamma be-
lieve that there has not been sufficient 
opportunity for students to hear or 
play ensemble music. The object of 
these recitals is to provide this op-
portunity. 
College Theater at 8:15 p.m. on Sun- a velvet lawn when we return to 
day, Apr. 22. Covering a wide musical school the following year, but that 
scope, the program will include stan- was the summer that was so dry. You 
dard, as well as some little-known can see the outcome. Perhaps Mister 
!lfacDonald will help us out ... some-
The second recital will be made up 
of performances of original student 
compositions. This recital is not limit-
ed to ensembles, but they are pre-
ferred. Anyone who wishes to have his 
work performed should see Paul 
Ingraham or telephone 41816. 
choral works. 
The choir presented a highly suc-
cessful Christmas concert in Dec.; at 
present the choir is completing an ex-
tensive tour in New York State. 
Professor Donald Bube has an-
nounced the following program: 
Magnificat ................... Murrill 
Ave Maria ............... Villa-Lobos 
Kappa Gamma has announced that O Clap Your Hands .... R. V. Williams 
Professor George King Driscoll has One Smiling Summer Morning .... 
consented to become faculty advisor. . ......................... Verdelot 
Mr. Driscoll is an alumnus of Ithaca 
and a former member of Kappa Gam- Adieu, Sweet Amarilla · · · · · · · Wilbye 
ma Psi. Come A way Sweet Love and Play 
SAi Alumnae Chapter 
To Present Recif al 
Ithaca Alumnae Chapter of Sigma 
Alpha Iota will present an evening 
musicale in the College Theater at 
8:30 p.m. on Monday, Apr. 16. 
The Alumnae Chapter extends a 
cordial invitation to the students and 
faculty of Ithaca College to attend the 
program. 
T11e program: 
Mountain Concerto--Schaum 
Fairy Pipers-Brewer 
arranged for two pianos and per-
formed by Grace Stillewll Summers 
and Eunice DeHaas Weber. 
Thee ...................... Greaves 
Father Abraham ................ Dett 
0, what a beautiful city .... Dawson 
My Lord, what a Morning .. Burleigh 
Aina that Good News ........ Dawson 
American Street Cries ... Siegmeister 
Song of Spring ................ Jacob 
Monotone ................. Lockwood 
The Road that Leads into Tomorrow 
........................... Cowell 
Letter To Editor 
Dear Editor: 
Please don't think I'm being forward 
in writing this, but I've admired you 
for so long I must. You impressed me 
long ago with the ·way you seem to 
time in the future. 
It Conltl Happen . . . If Uncle Sam 
doesn't get Bill· l\lallia upon gradua-
tion, he's going to take Don Martin's 
place at WHCU. Seems Don is tired of 
working and feels that he would like 
a little of the "campus life." Bill has 
been recommended for the job because 
of his deep, resonant voice. In fact, 
you may expect to hear many of the 
radio majors in twenty or thirty years. 
You can always learn in radio. 
l'leaso ... If you know someone in 
the l\lusic Department we would ap-
preciate it if you would show them 
this item. Every year about this time 
the programming of WITJ suffers ... 
not from the inability of the radio 
people, but from sounds emanating 
from the practice rooms next to our 
studios. It's only right that anyone 
working in a room as small as those 
President, .Tames Davis; Vice-presi-
dent, Angelo Mace!; Secretary, Dale 
Resue; Treasurer, Victor Vala.ch. 
Ki11,pa Sigma Kappa, a national so-
cial fraternity for men, has written 
tho Ithacan giving information on their 
fraternity. Some of the men of our 
student body or some of the men's 
local organizations may be interested 
in the national program of Kappa 
Sigma Kappa on our campus. If so 
please contact Kay Fazio for further 
information on this fraternity. 
Varsity Club movies will continue 
with shows on boxin_g, swimming, and 
football to be shown in the Aurora 
Gym Lecture Room Apr. 19. The ad-
mission is 25 cents. 
J>lli J)elta l'i pledges are: 
Joyce Anderson, Joy Stole, Mildred 
Ebert and Florence Korchak. 
Kappa Psi Alpha has twenty-one 
pledges, they arc: 
Kappa Psi also plans to hold an 
election of oITicers at the next meet-
ing, May 19. All members should at-
tend. Social chairman, Ted Yells, is 
now completing plans for the Spring 
Weekend which will be held on May 
10, 11, and 12. The schedule is a 
banquet for Friday night, a dance on 
Saturday night, and then a picnic on 
Sunday. 
Delta Kappa has scheduled its an-
nual Spring \Veekend for May 4, 5, 
and 6. Social chairman, Jim Powera, 
has announced that there will be a 
house party Friday night, a picnic on 
Saturday, and the Junior Dance that 
night. 
IlA.NQUET CANCELED 
The Ithacan-Cayugan banquet 
has been canceled for pecuniary 
reasons. 
in the practice building must have 
fresh air and ven_tilation ... I'm not 1 ·
saying you shouldn't ... but may we 
ask one favor. Before you throw open 
the window and start, just glance I 
down at the west end of the . radio 
building and see if there is activity 
Sport Shorts 
in Studio A. There's nothing quite so 
disheartening as giving, and getting 
a good performance on a dramatic 
show and hearing extemporaneous 
noises filtering through in the back-
ground on the tapes. Remember .. 
we don't ask you to suffocate . . . 
By Ed Manginelli 
Like Barley Bending 
Sea Moods be so unconcerned with everything. please check. 
With all the fine fights being matched currently, brings to mind 
one of IC's own who has done quite well in the pugilistic field. I'm 
speaking of Jerry Sallerson who hails from Endicott, N. Y. Jerry had 
60 fights during his brief but successful career, winning 52, losing only 
5 and fighting 3 of them to a draw. He first gained glory and distinc-
tion in the local rings while only a Junior in high school. It was then, 
in the year of 1941, that he entered the Golden Gloves at Buffalo and 
pounded his way to the quarter finals, which he won, but received a 
broken thumb during that bout preventing him from continuing in 
the "Gloves" that year. He entered the Navy and added another trophy 
to his collection when he won the championship in the 136 pound class 
for the 11th Fleet's 23rd Amphibious Group in '44-'45. He continued his 
fistic career until 1949 when he hung up his gloves ... Also entering 
the Golden Gloves in '41, but in Chicago was Mr. Herb Broadwell, who 
entered and won in the 175 lb. division. He also took the Merriam County 
175 lb. class a year earlier. 
One Little Cloud 
sung by Mary Boyce Lumbard, so-
prano, who will be accompanied the 
composer, Mildred Lund Tyson of 
Unadilla, N. Y. 
You saunter along, and don't appear It Could Happen ... Frank Stanley 
to ever worry. What is the secret of is all upset about the lack of news 
your success? 
That wavy blond hair you are for-
ever combing is one of the things that 
Third Piano Sonata-Persichetti first attracted me to you. I always 
performed by Barbara Rumsey Lan-
ning wanted to know where you lived. You Phy Eds In Tourney Finals 
Scenes from the Merchant of Venice 
-Shakespeare 
see, I was told that you had a type-
given to the people about The Voice 
of America. Not only is he upset, but 
he has started a campaign to get some-
thing done about it. He and Pete 
Papagelis have been spending eve-
nings printing posters, handbills, etc., 
and plan to start saturating the coun-
try with them. They have already sent 
dozens of wires to government officials 
in Washington. I find only one flaw in 
George King, Nick Mamula, Tom Hickey, and Jack Carona were 
members of the team that won 2nd place in the Binghamton YMCA 
Senior Basketball Tournament held there recently. It was a single 
elimination with the local squad taking 5 games straight, only to lose 
in the finals. Other collegian members of the team were unable to attend 
all the games forcing the locals to play without subs (as in the finals) 
and often finishing with only four men. For their impressive efforts they 
received individual 2nd place trophies, with a large one awarded to the 
team. 
Lillian Speakman Vail 
writer you weren't u~ing, and I 
thought if I oliered to buy it we might 
Theme and Variations-Haydn-Salzedo at last meet. Someone told me you their campaign. How are you gol_ng to 
En Bateau-Debussy lived at the YMCA, but I knew you reach the majority of the people in 
May-Nlght-Palmgren had moved when I saw you going this country when all your material 
Chansons Dans La Nuit-Salzedo into your apartment under Mrs. is printed in Greek? 
Harp numbers performed by Eliza- Lynch's office. Spare Time ... If you're wondering beth Love Edwards I think you're very handsome, and 
what Fred Brewer is plotting back in 
The Shepherd on the Rock-Schubert perhaps if you're not busy you would , H T J;: C did te N d d his office, you're in for a surprise. e rac an a s ee e 
Performed by Isabelle Nlch~las Tar- come down to the Itch-again office on b and Bill Mallia have suddenly ecome 
boux, soprano, patroness member East Buffalo Street, We would have model builders . . . and watch your 
and Lois Ann Fox, clarinet, College a wonderful time I'm sure. 
The Varsity Track team, coached agaiP. this year by Mr. I. Yavits,. 
is shaping up for their 1st meet to be held within 2 weeks, but still has 
positions open for anyone wishing to participate ... I received word 
that the Frosh squad, ably coached this year by Coach Andy Sykela, 
who did a fine job mentoring the cub hoopsters the past season has a 4 
meet schedule this year despite the Freshman eligibility rule allowing 
them to participate in Varsity competition. The squad, however, is in 
great need of runners. So shake off that "spring fever" you prime graders 
;,.nd build up that team. 
Chapter Member accompanied at the 
piano by Mrs. John Maloney. 
Triumphal March from Sigurd Jorsal-
far by Grieg arranged for two 
pianos, 8 hands and performed by 
Doris Nichols Holmes, Grace Still-
well Summers, Barbara Rumsey 
Lanning, and Eunice peHaas Weber. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale. 
Attention Veterans 
Veterans who graduate In June must 
apply for Certificates of Eligibility 
before June 1, 1961. They must enter 
Graduate School for the Summer Ses-
sion for 1951 or the Fall Semester of 
1951. VA Form 19500 will be sent to 
them later. 
If they enter Ithaca College they 
must sign the blanks and return them 
to this office before June 1. They must 
be In the V.A. Office in Syracuse not 
later than June 1, 1951. 
Veterans who expect to enter Col-
lege elsewhere must send the 1905e 
to the V.A. at Syracuse before June 1, 
1951. 
Lovingly yours, 
xxxxxxxxxx 
Yram Xocliw 
Future Floodlight 
Greg Pata.Ia is coaching the secre-
taries at the Better Business School 
in the finer arts of parlor football. 
He reports that work is a little diffi-
cult due to the running ability of his 
star half back. 
Rosemary Bradley has recently 
played the part of the "first peel" in 
the J\Ietropolitan Opera Company's last 
production "Love of Three Oranges." 
She followed up this success by doing 
radio work in "The FBI In Peace and 
War." She spends the rest of her time 
reading pulp magazines. 
Mat Melczlnger Is a very busy man 
at the present working in finance 
circles. Besides regulating stocks, he 
spends part of his time earning extra 
money as a brick layer on "Wall 
Street." 
language. Ask to see the LST or some 
of the old time cars they built. Very 
fine job, even though Bill does get 
confused with the directions. Must be 
nice to have spare-time. See what 
you've got, to look forward to, when 
you're a senior. 
It Could lluppen ... On his honey- Hamilton Coaching Varsity 
moon, Charlie Angell took a trip to 
Washington, D. c. Strangely enough, Coach Joe Hamilton, who was formerly in charge of the cub diamond 
his wife happened to be there, too.' men has taken over the mentoring duties of the Varsity squad until the 
But back to my story ... One day return of the regular coach Mr. James (Bucky) Freeman, who is ill. 
while out strolling, they wandered Coach Tony Gemma, switching posts with Coach Hamilton, will be in 
into one of the Senate Committee charge of the Yearlings ... Catcher Charley Yancey, who wouldn't let 
rooms an·d as Fate would have it, it anyone use his beautiful red bat that he brought from home for fear 
happened to be the scene of a closed they'd crack it on him, doesn't worry about it any longer ... Last week 
session _ of the Kefauver Committee. he broke it himself. 
Unobserved they sat down and HATS OFF this week to Doctor G. G. McCauley, to Miss Sara 
watched. As things went along, Char- McDonald and Miss Doris Polly of the I. C. Infirmary and to the stu-
lie commented on the proceedings to dents of the Physiotherapy department, all of whose unceasing, bene-
Martha, his new spouse. Although ficial aids in healing the many, many physical ( and mental) hurts in-
there were no cameras in the room curred upon our athletes throughout the 3 seasons of athletic competi-
this particular day, there happened to tion ( not to mention the many others that may occur during activity 
be an executive of a television net- classes or "on your own" activities) is unsung but not unappreciated. 
work present. Charlie did such a cap- The flow of persons is perpetual and only through the patient, efficient 
able job that ho was signed on the efforts of these genial people are our "gladiators" able to once again re-
spot, to begin working on 'l'V after turn to the fray. Their job may be unsung and taken for granted, but 
graduation. The moral of the story they are as important to a team as the managers, trainers, and coaches. 
is: Never spend your afternoons in- I know I don't stand alone,-by far, when I say congratulations and thanks 
doors, especially on your honeymoon. to a fine group for a tremendous job well done. 
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Notre Dame's Win Streak ON THE BOARDS 
6 By Walter Carlin Clipped by ltchaca Jets 13- pe!!~: ~:b~~e~; ~~~:lnd:i:: :;t;:~ 
By Gilberti and Gallo esthetic happenings about the Drama 
Big Four of 
l-leld In 
ltchaca 
Garden Fix 
Under a clear blue October sky the Jupetin, Jr. with a belly that re- department. 
tour horsemen of Notre Drune were no sembled a beer barrel was the main- It is noted that Larry Gilmor is 
doubt turning over in their graves as stay of the front wall. John's dad (IC directing This Property Condemne1I 
the entire sports world shook from the '51) is now coaching the Prison team by Williams. It is rumored that he is 
percussion of one of the most stun- at Sing Sing. using the old Spi:ague building as. the 
nlng upsets in the annals of sports. The Jets were defending the south setting. 
Dynamic ltchaca University so valiant- goal post, behind which Drama stu- I hear the Drama department is 
ly fighting its way to top honors and dents were conducting an outdoor holding a play contest being judged 
recognition in the IvY League mount- pageant. by Mort Clark, who was type-casted 
ed another gigantic step in the ladder The Blue Jets sprang from the for the part of the Clown in Othello, 
to success as the Jets (Bombers be- huddle like wild men. Each face was The rules for the contest are simple 
In one of the most shocking scandels to invade the "campus" of 
historical ltchaca University high above Cornell; the big four of the 
Varsity five made a complete confession- after a grueling 28 hour grilling 
by Asst. District Attorney Goldman of the New York City Police. 
While a dragnet was still out for a 
new fixer of college basketball games; 
S3J.ON sndWY~ 
ing outmoded) shockingly drubbed a filled with determination for this game contestants must be between the ages ================ 
four more Itchaca U. stars, who al-
legedly admitted throwing the recent 
LIU game in Madison Square Garden 
in which Itchaca, the heavy pre-game 
hopeless fighting Irish eleven 13-6 was for "Hunks." "Rooster" Sanders of 12 and 14, a Senior in college, and 
before a jam-packed, screaming, crowd crouched over the ball and young captain of the girl's golf team; all en-
of 80,000 spectators within the walls Koch yelled the signals C-L-U-B-1-1-3 tries must be written on sheep skin 
of Itchaca's huge Hill Stadium located and the ball was snapped back to Der in a business student's blood, and not 
on the beauti!ul new campus over- Cola Jr. who was the key man in less than 97 scenes long. Mr. Clark is 
looking Cayuga Lake and Cornell Uni- Guggenham's U tormation (Note: The wondering what is holding up entries. 
versity. U being one better than the T). A Sleek Nick DeMarco bas been cast-
The score wa.s tied 6-6. The fans wild melee immediately developed and ing for the female lead in his play, 
were yelling madly. Then-a hush fell the gun went off. Frustration, for the last three years. 
over the thousands of loyal rooters The ball tumbled into the end zone He's narrowed the number to be con-
who were in town for the week-end and was picked up by Lew Gallo III sidered down to 250. 
Frat parties. Seconds remained as the who mistook it for the head of Julius At the outbreak of the national 
clock ticked away. Caesar. With Roman spears piercing emergency Al See and John Tucker 
Every pillar in the Stadium shook his gluteus maxirous, and his toga fly- collaborated on the play Suicide Can 
with intensity as Coach Guggenheim ing in the wind Gallo raced up the Ile Fun starring Mr. Tucker. John 
turned and pointed his fickle finger at field and saved the day. Ithaca U. wins lived the live moment a minute too 
Ben Light Jr. "Ben" he yelled, "Go 13-6 to spoil Notre Dames string of long. Al is looking for a good co-
tell your dad to send down four new 109 consecutive victories. writer. 
jerseys." Ben, Jr., turned to Yoiey The only injury of the day was af- James Hashim has taken it as his 
Gluck and immediately Joe produced ter the game during the traditional calling to find Hilton's Lost Horizon. 
the jerseys-with a receipt. tearing down of the goal posts. Ed It is suspected that he ls using his 
Georgie Destefano, brother of Ellie Chapman Jr. was mistaken for a post eight o'clock classes. to look for it. 
Destefano, who is captain of the and sawed in two. I hear from lousey sources that 
cheerleaders, faded to punt and was Ed. Note: This story was submitted there is a Russian spy in the Drama 
trapped on bis own two yard line. It by a certain drama student, as if it department. He can be spotted by his 
seemed that an Irish lad by the name could be anyone else, who did not native beard and long hair. He even 
of Murphy missed his block (history want his name mentioned more than has his name on his car to confuse 
repeating!). five times! other students. 
Tall, Tall, Tales 
by Tall TIiiinghast 
Reposing majestically on the brow timed so that it barely clears the ro- mobiles. His voice resounded over the 
of South mountain overlooking the tating one next to it. Of course, such calm waters of CayUga and echoed in 
placid waters of Lake Cayuga, is one an arrangement proves a bit distract- the hills as he exclaimed: "There fs 
of America's most lllustrious and hal- iug to the actors and therefore all no room in the business world for 
lowed institutions of higher learning; productions are limited to farce com- interlopers!" 
Itchaca University. edy and light opera. "Naughty Mari- The fact that NBC has its main stu-
This emporium of education is sin- etta" was a smash! dios located on the Itchaca campus 
gularly unique in that only twenty Col1ege Band Plays To 11lnltltndes should come as no surprise to any-
years ago it was a tiny, struggling The college of music under its cap- one. Dean Groller's constituents have 
coll:ge almost completely obscured by able Dean, Dr. Downbeat, is one of been modulating successfully for a 
the shadow of a somewhat more bla- the finest. The Itchaca u. band and or- number of years now and their anten-
tant neighbor on a nearby hHl; Cor- chestra has performed both here and nae are the most receptive in the field. 
nell. Today, Cornell is rel~gated to on the continent to the resounding Ten hours of TV each day are radiat-
the shadows for the :first time. Pos- plaudits of the multitudes. Prof. ed from the new plastic studios 
sibly becau~e Itchaca U. is now about Beeler recently conducted the Itchaca through channel 5. 
200 feet higher and due to an in-
genious arrangement of its shrub-
bery, no sunlight ever falls on the 
Cornell campus. This condition causes 
untold difficulties among Cornellians 
who are forced to carry flashlights 
at all times in order to avoid open 
manholes. The sight of several thous-
and students cautiously wending their 
way to classes while the library tower 
chimes softly play "Glow Worm" in 
the background is novel indeed. 
Moving Executed by l'rof, Hoerner 
Upon entering the main gate of the 
new lthaca.U. campus, the casual visi-
tor is immediately struck by its sheer 
beauty and occasionally by a few 
bricks from the old Annex building 
that was cleverly moved from its old 
location in DeWitt Park by a com-
bination of wagons, dollies and trfp-
jacks, brilliantly executed by Profes-
sor George Hoerner. Incidentally this 
is the same Prof. Hoerner whose rev-
olutionary theories in scene design 
have completely nullified all previous 
data on the subject. In addition to 
Prof. Hoerner the college of drama. 
consists of a fascinating theater 
wherein the audience revolves around 
the stage and thus completely elim-
inates the necessity of scene shitting. 
For patrons who are upset by revolv-
ing motions, every other seat ts ar-
ranged to go up and down; carefully 
band in a series of arrangements by 
Phillip Lang at the annual Passion 
Play at Oberammergau in Germany. 
At the same time, :i.rr. McHenry was 
performing Mozart's "Eine Kleine 
Nachtsmusik" before a select group 
at the Hague. Empress Eugenie was 
ecstatic. 
Itchaca Clips Cornell G4.-3 
In physical education Itchaca reigns 
supreme. Dean Hamilton (old "srnokey 
Joe" to his intimates) has welded a 
formidable array of athletes. At the 
recent Penn relays his freshman track 
team ran off (as it were) with all top 
honors. For the sixth year in a row 
the Ithaca grid colossus has dominat-
ed the Ivy League. Coach Broadwell's 
giants added insult to injury by 
humbling Cornell on Thanksgiving at 
Schoellkopf, 64-3. This was Itchaca's 
toughest game of the year. The Itchaca 
basketball team ls tho nations' num-
ber one quintet. Coach Kefauver 
claims that standards are very high 
and that no player will accept a bribe 
under $50,000. · 
Business Turns Ont Best Leaders 
The college of business administra-
tion turns out the country's finest 
executives. At a recent career con!er-
ence, Henry J. Kaiser was overheard 
to remark that only Itcbaca graduates 
are qualified to drive his new auto-
Itehaca 2nd To ,Johns Hopldns 
The old department of Physio-ther-
apy has been expanded into a complete 
modern medical college, second only 
to John's Hopkins. This was one of 
the new school's most successful op-
erations. 
Before leaving Itchaca, one could not 
oossibly consider his visit comoletP. 
without calling on President Rowland, 
one of the nation's leaders in educa-
tion. President Rowland's distin-
guished book, "History As I See It" 
forms the basis for most of our coun-
try's governmental procedures. Four 
times she has graciously declined the 
Republican nomination for president 
of the United States, saying very sim-
ply: "I would miss Itchaca." A phrase 
that has made her famous. 
Our Qnotatlon 
As the sun sinks slowly in tho still 
waters of Lake CayUga and the Itch-
aca mixed chorus is softly intoning 
old Babylonian madrigals under the 
inspired direction of Prof. Bubo, we 
leave the intrepid grounds of old I.U., 
convinced once and for all time that 
this, our old Alma Mater, is indeed 
worthy of that fearless slogan which 
has directed her destiny so well: 
"Education ls good!" Or, as Shake-
speare so wisely said: "I don't know, 
what did he say?" 
PhJ Epsilon Rappa to .Build Sports favorite, piddled to a 108-32 loss, faced 
Arena. We have just received news terms of life imprisonment today. 
from our trusty reporter, Fred Han- The arrest of the quartet, freed on 
Jon, that the Phi E.K. boys are making $1000 bail each when they were ar-
plans to construct a magnificent raigned in Felony Court, brought to 
arena, where their annual Sports 500 the number ot players brought by 
Circus win 'be held in the coming gamblers to fix or dump 20 games in 
years. Chuck Walsh is chairman of the Madison Square Garden this season. 
project with Carn Fragola and Tony 
DiRubbo as his advisors. Brother Han-
lon reports, that there will be bleach-
ers of red plush and within the arena 
Joe Celenza will have constructed a 
"Wheaties Bar," for "All American 
Boys," with his own two hands. The 
drive for funds is on, with the Banker 
Joe Gluck, passing the hat between 
all classes. 
Newman Hall's president, Jean 
(Felipo) Allen, has announced_ that 
her girls will serve Ice Cold Lemon 
Ade, to all students climbing Buffalo 
Street HfII during the month of May. 
Delta Kappa to Sen The Brooklyn 
Ilrldge. In quest of spending money for 
coffee, and funds to replace their 
much used piano, the D.K. Brother-
hood are being forced to sell their 
newly acquired Brooklyn Bridge. The 
bridge was purchased by past presi-
dent Jimbo Powers from Richie (past 
Mayor of Brooklyn) Osmer. 
PhJ 11ln Alpha will present an out-
door concert as soon as the spring 
'rafns let up. Chatrruan f,Iagee has an-
nounced that the title of this little 
jam session will be "Escalator to the 
Stars." To make the concert more re-
alistic, the boys will perform from 
the roof of their house on DeWitt 
Place. Brother Reardon will give a 
Zither solo. So buy your pillows and 
earphones now, and watch for the 
final date of this event. 
D.A. GrJIJs Four 
The latest IC cage stars to fall be-
neath the torturing hand of the tough 
New York grilling squad were Ray 
Kfrkgasser Jr. one of the nations ton 
scorers and co-captain of the IC 
squad; and Ray Bennett Co-captain 
and Itchaca U's lone contribution to 
the 1971 All-American Squad. Also un-
der indletment was sophomore Guard 
Al Gilberti Jr., Burton Ma.skins Jr. 
Eastern All-American entries along 
with Hooks (Throw 'em from any-
where) Osmer, all of whom will face 
Grand Jury investigation this week. 
This foursome were specifically charg-
ed with dumping the Long Island Uni-
versity's Blackbirds during a recent 
Eastern tour. 
Players Take "Loot" 
Although the definite pay-off price 
was Bot brought out, it was learned 
from reliable quarters today that this 
band of gangsters accepted bribes to 
the extent of two beers and a garbage 
eandwkh from local gamblfng magnet 
Joe Bumbalo, owner and operator ot 
Itchaca's gambling house Club 00114. 
Also on the docket for further ques-
tioning were Rog l\:loore, Greg Cor-
dones, and Nicholas DerCola, high 
scorer and play-maker, who were to 
have refused the bribe offered by the 
local hoods and were holding out for 
three beers. 
Oracle is raising funds to buy lawn 
chairs for all dormitories, fraterni- Ben Bulb Resigns 
ties and the front lawn of the Annex. Itchaca U., a pre-game seven point 
Now the students can bask in the sun- favorite did so well at the flubbing 
shine between classes. that the underdog LIU cagers walked 
l'hl Delta Pl House is planning a off with a 76 point margin. In other 
Rummage Sale. Bill Contigulia an- games In the season the high-flying 
nounced that the best buy will be one Bombers of Itchaca U. were such 
well used Christmas Tree. heavy favorites that it was deemed 
Kappa Psi Alpha men have avail- hopeless and impossible to dump any 
able for all male students a copy of further games, as they went on to 
the Renwlck "How to Grow Thin In register lopsided wins over Kentucky, 
One Easy Lesson" plan. The cost is Bradly, and CCNY in succession. Coach 
only one penny which is much cheaper Ben Bulb of the Bombers had little 
than buying the daily paper and fol- to say in view' of the scandal, al-
lowing tho "Brown Plan." though ft was thought in local quar-
Ilufialo House boys, due to a slight ters that he would be forced to take 
sagging in the floors and decreased to a lower position-possibly taking 
enrollment have been forced to take over President Kenard Mob's office. 
up spring quarters at Finks. 
Tets Dorm inmates are planning to 
move the dorm up to DeWitt Park. 
This slight change will avoid the long 
walk to classes. Until the move is 
made, Frank Brown will transport al! 
to eight o'clock classes in his Hot 
Rod Hannah. 
DON'T READ THIS 
'lOl tnJAI.U Utl Sl{UllqJ. 
·a:iuds ~UIUIJ qof .-1:Stl<l 
Oil s,n i l[:><lq 1nq 'AIIUUJ nq lSll<ll 
0t{l lOII 'l[:>l.ll PIO lltl B! Stll:J. 
Accordfng to his aptitude tests this 
gay should have yonr Job, Doss. 
